
Professional astrologer since 1988, Anne offers con-

sultations to her clients. She also teaches courses

and workshops as well as tutors at all levels of

astrology. Her book, Venus, her Cycles, Symbols

and Myths, was published by Llewellyn in 2006.

Read more astrology on Anne’s website

www.astrologicallyspeaking.com and her blog at

www.annemassey.ca.

Contact: anne@annemassey.ca or 604.574.9545

Battle of the Giants
In the past few years all of outer planets have

changed signs. We know about the turmoil in the

world, the economy, which is not settled yet and

the massive earth changes in various parts of the

world. We have Pluto eliminating structures

both literally and figuratively, Uranus is busily

creating abrupt changes in both our land-

scape and in our personal lives…Neptune

slipped into Pisces this year for a fourteen year

stint, and fairytales are front and centre in the

media. These changes must filter into our per-

sonal lives, we are after all a significant part of

the collective experience. The talk, while ad-

dressing some of the collective changes will be

geared to look at how the battle of the giants

is playing out in your personal life. Please

bring along your own chart, so you can watch

the current ‘drama and comedy’ in your life—

both literally and figuratively.

Thursday November 8, 2012 7:30PM Anne Massey, CAP ISAR, Dip. CAAE

Thursday January 10, 2013 7:30PM Rose Marcus, CAP ISAR

Over the years, Evolutionary Astrolo-
ger Rose Marcus has written for nu-
merous publications and projects.
(Rose wrote the daily forecasts for The
Mountain Astrologer in 2007/08.) Her
first book, “Insights into Evolutionary
Astrology”, Llewellyn Worldwide, was
released in July, 2010. Lecture en-
gagements for 2013 include The Ed-
monton Astrology Association Confer-
ence in April, 2013, and Norwac in
Seattle, May 2013.

Rose publishes a in-depth monthly
forecast on her website (sign up tot
receive it via email), and a weekly
astrology column for The Georgia
Straight, Vancouver. The week-
ahead column is published every
Thursday on line: www.straight.com/
lifestyles

On the last Wednesday of every
month, Rose joins host Kristin Fontana

on Guiding Stars Radio,
www.healthylife.net to discuss the
transits for the month ahead. An
archive of the radio show podcasts
and more can be found on Rose’s
website.

Subscribe to horoscopes via email:

rose_marcus@shaw.ca

Year Ahead—2013
Beginning with a new term for
the US president, more worries over the world wide econo-
my and national security, and more push come to shove
on the controversial issue of oil production and pipelines,
2013 takes us into our second year of the Uranus square
Pluto transit cycle, and first full year of Saturn in Scorpio.
A mutual reception between Saturn and Pluto, along with
five eclipses across the Taurus/Scorpio nodal axis makes is
sure to keep the intensity going strong. For our evening
lecture, Rose will share her thoughts on the transits for
2013.

We meet at 201-320 Columbia Street, New Westminster, BC

We meet on the second Thursday of each month

September to June (Summer break July-August)

We host monthly talks and periodic workshops

Our talks begin at 7:30 PM, doors open at 7:00 PM

We meet for dinner at 5 PM before the talk at Stefanos’, please join us

The Guild News
Publication of Fraser Valley Astrological Guild
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December 13, 2012 at 7PM Annual Potluck—see back page for details!

www.rosemarcus.com



Knowing the name of the Nakshatras, their degrees of
influence and symbols are a start to understanding the
effect they can have in a chart. Volumes can be written
on each Nakshatra. What will be presented here will be a
few of the points pertaining to each of the Nakshatras.
The majority of the information comes from Prash
Trivedi’s wonderful book The Book of Nakshatras.

The first Nakshatra Ashwini covers the first 13°20’ of Aries
in the sidereal zodiac. Twin horse heads are the symbol for
this Nakshatra. Horses in many cultures are the symbol of
power, courage, movement, vitality, along with a willing-
ness to travel and serve the needs of others. These are
exactly the qualities to be merged with any planet siting
in this space. Other important traits applied to Ashwini
are the power of healing, the knowledge of herbs, an
ability to restore life and aid childbirth. Remember, horses
can be quite skittish and high strung, however there is
never any doubt about their alertness. One of the most
remarkable traits with horses is their willingness to be of
service by carrying riders, cargo or by pulling great
weights. These qualities are very much a part of and
merge with any planets placed in this Nakshatra.

Bharani covers from 13°20’ to 26°40’ Aries. The vagina
symbolizes and emphasizes the high degree of creativity
and fertility associated with this Nakshatra. The strongest
trait within this Nakshatra relates to the contradictory
extremes within this Nakshatras basic makeup. For exam-
ple, it represents the extremes of life and death, bohemia
and puritanism, naiveté and wisdom, maturity and im-
maturity. Even with such built in contradictions Bharani is
a basically a jovial Nakshatra. Boredom is rarely a factor
when dealing with Bharani!

Krittika, 26°40’ Aries to 10° Taurus, has a knife, razor or
axe as a symbol. These are all sharp items which make it
easy to see the strength of Krittika lies in its ability to be
sharp and penetrating. Naturally any sharp object can be
either very constructive or destructive and Krittika is no
different. A second aspect of Krittika has to do with the
fire inherent within it. Physical digestion or anger associate
with the fire of Krittika. Here militaristic and combative
energy is seen on a physical plane. On a mental plane the
fire aids in the ability to assimilate new knowledge as well
as feeding the natural curiosity and intuition inherent
within this Nakshatra.

Rohini sits between 10° Taurus to 23°20 Taurus and has
the Ox-cart, represent fertility, as one of its symbols. The
Ox-cart was once the only means of transporting the har-
vest and as a result this earthy symbol emphasizes the
materialistic focus found within Rohini. The qualities of
steadiness, stubbornness and the ability to over-run any-
thing which comes in its way are very much part of Roh-
ini’s character. Although very set in her goals Rohini is the
favorite of Chandra, the Moon.

Mrigashira sits between 23°20 Taurus and 6°40 Gemini.
This beautiful sounding name translates to mean the
head of a deer. So many of the qualities associated with a
deer are also associated with Mrigashira. Traits such as
fragility, fickleness, curiosity, wandering and shyness are
all common to this Nakshatra including beautiful eyes.
Then there is the constant searching and seeking that
underscores their association with all forms of travel. Like

deer, residents of this Nakshatra prefer to be in scenic surround-
ings and when so placed, they feel comfortable and secure.

In the next issue information about the next 6 Nakshatras will be
shared.

Phyllis ChubbPage 2
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The first six Nakshatras...
www.phyllischubb.com

Online Courses

Level One Introduction to Vedic Astrology (Jyotish)

Two ten week courses:

10 Wednesdays 6:30-8:30 pm January 16 to March 20, 2013

10 Saturdays 9-11 am January 19, 2013 to March 23, 2013

Level Two (Level one is a pre-requisite)

Sundays 10 am January 6, 2012 – March 10, 2012

Cost for these classes will be $30.00 per week or $280.00 for the
ten sessions when paid in full in advance. Payment may be made
over Pay Pal to Phyllis@phyllischubb.com, by cheque or internet
banking. Please contact Phyllis at 250-757-9498 if you have any
questions

A call to writers…A call to writers…

I would love to see articles, poems, short commentary etc.
about anything astrological. Student’s corner or teacher’s cor-
ner. Items about various fields of astrology such as horary, Elec-
tional, tips about how to use the energy… anecdotal stories
about transits or progressions.

Please submit your articles 15 days prior to publication dates: the first
of November. February. May and August with the Sun at 15° of fixed
signs.

Venus will be in Libra as this newsletter is published. For the
next issue Venus will be in
Aquarius. Venus will be con-
junct the Guild’s Sun at
24°Libra mid-November.
The little table on next page
shows Venus ingresses in PT
zone.

The Guild was founded with
Venus in Virgo conjunct Ju-
piter in Virgo. Our Venus is
fairly slow, as Venus was
spending her four months in
that sign.



Letter from the Editor
Page 3

My eldest son celebrated his 16th birthday the day the Guild was found-

ed. October 17, 1991. 29 astrologers were present to officially found the

society. Today, 21 years later, we are going out for our birthday dinner—

he just turned 37! Because we have never re-issued a membership num-

ber, we know how many people have opted to support astrology in the

greater Vancouver area over the years—Alison Price, our newly minted

President has the number 253. Some have supported the guild for a

decade or more, my membership number is 1. My sincere hope is that all

of our members choose to continue support astrology in our area. Read

the message from the new president on page 5.

So in this letter from the editor, I want to wish a warm welcome to Ali-

son, as well as Martin Stock and Joan Morton who have stepped up to

support both as VPs. Sukhwinder joined the Guild back in 2007 and has

served on the Executive more or less from day one and continues to

serve as our Treasurer. Rebecca remains our secretary and Melissa Mas-

sey, who stepped in as the acting president during the past year, will

stay on in a supportive role. Charlotte Greenwood volunteered to take

over the refreshments and opening the doors at 7PM prior to our talks

and gatherings, which begin at 7:30PM.

This will be my second stint as the Editor, did that back in the late 1990s

and into the last decade. I also remember how the first issues of the

Guild News were birthed in the wee hours of the night at my house with

Tannis Morton as our Editor—she had a Mac computer, which was a

huge advantage back in the early part of 1990s. Illustrating that was

harder…

I think the Venus statue on this page is very Venusian, in Europe there

is a bigger culture for statues than in our area. Look for more images in

future issues.

Upcoming Transits
The table on this page shows the motion of Venus through the signs un-

til the next issue. Venus is currently a morning star, that began with the

occultation back in June. The next scheduled meeting between Venus

and the Sun takes place March 28, 2013 @ 8° Aries 11’. So if the Uranus-

Pluto combo has been wreaking havoc on your personal planet at

about that degree—the Venus-Sun event that launches the Evening

Star phase might just be what you need to come up with a solution.

I think that the outer planets have one major

role to play in our lives. Pluto wants us to elimi-

nate anything that has ceased to be a viable

option, thing or person in our lives. Uranus wants

us to get out of our rut, do something different—

seeing that the old ways are no longer working.

Add to that mix the agenda the exalted Sun in

Anne Massey with Venus...This photo was taken in

Riga, Latvia in August 2012 by my photographer

sister, Ritva Sillanmäki. Naturally we couldn’t resist

yet another Venus statue, this one with the belt of

gold no less.

Aries sets with counsel from Venus, who incidental-

ly started this particular chapter in 2009, when

she spent four months in Aries asking you to de-

cide what you loved about the concepts in the

house where your Aries sector is...Back then Venus

met the Sun on the sly, behind the scenes at-

tempting to get us to rekindle our passion for

something equally new and different. In the

meantime, Venus will be making a journey

through 6 signs to wake up your truest desires.

28.10 6:04 u
21.11 17:20 i
15.12 20:38 o
8.1.13 20:11 p
1.2.13 18:47 [

Classes and workshops with Anne
The Cycles in our Lives November 21, 2012 11-16:00, cost
$62, location Cloyton Heights area of Surrey

New Beginner class begins January 19, 2013

Calculating the Chart Spring 2013

New Forecasting course in Winter 2013

New Sunday workshops...classes on horary astrology
and more...

Details at www.astrologicallyspeaking.com/classes.htm

www.annemassey.ca



Original Air date: October 22, 2012

Venus sat down behind the CNN news desk (see "Celestial

News Network"), glanced underneath it and rolled her eyes.

[Okay, this is really getting old, Mercury...]

[SSH! I don't want THEM to know I'm here, I've told you that a

thousand times! Call me "Mr. X.!" If you're not going to respect

my wishes, we can't do this show together!]

Venus sat back and glared at The Voice Under The Desk.

[Well, we're really not DOING it together, are we? Not with you

under there all the time...Ever think of it that way?]

The Voice Under The Desk was silent for a bit.

[Well...yeah, but you should *understand* my need for anonymi-

ty, especially after all we've been through together lately!]

(See "Mercury in Scorpio sextile Venus in Virgo - for the past two

weeks, and one more to go!")

Venus rolled her eyes again.

[Look, I get what you're saying, but you *are* The Messenger,

and Sun will be here in a few minutes, and I'd really like you to

sit in on this - and not from there!]

She patted the chair next to her.

[Come on, honey...Sit next to me...You know you want to...]

(See "sextile.")

The Voice From Under The Desk sounded nervous.

[Okay, but NO SPOTLIGHT!]

Venus nodded, shielded her eyes with her hand and peered at

the camera.

[Ted? Can you help me out here, honey?]

Suddenly, the entire CNN studio went dark.

The Voice Under The Desk sounded relieved.

[Oh, now, see, that's what I'M talkin' 'bout! That's better!]

Venus sounded a bit testy.

[Um, Ted, not COMPLETE darkness, okay? Can you just dim the

lights on Mercury's side of the table? Mercury, come up here and

sit next to me...come on, honey, we've got work to do!]

(See "Venus in Virgo" again.")

Someone crept out from beneath the desk and took a seat next

to Venus. The chair squeaked as he slid into it.

Venus smiled and patted his hand.

[There. That's better, isn't it?]

Mercury sounded nervous again.

[Not really, no, but...if you insist, I'll sit here. But NO SPOT-

LIGHT!]

Venus kept patting his hand.

[Okay, no spotlight. But when Sun gets here, we'll need to...]

Just then, the studio door opened and Sun came in, accompa-

nied by an entourage of smiling admirers.

[Venus! Mercury! How nice to see you! Before we begin, is

there anything I can do for you? Anything at all? I'm so very

flattered that you'd want to talk to me, and ready to an-

swer your every question! Because as you know, I aim to

please!

Sun grinned pleasantly and pulled up a chair between Ve-

nus and Mercury.

(See "Sun in Libra.")

Venus pointed to her notes.

[Well, would you like to go over a few details first? The

questions we'll be asking you, so you'll be prepared?]

Sun hugged Venus around the shoulders.

[No problem, sweetheart! I'm all yours! And thanks again

for having me! It's just SO wonderful being here! And how

are YOU, Mercury?]

(See "Sun in Libra" again.)

The camera turned to Mercury, who saw it and immediate-

ly crept back under the desk.

A red light came on and a voice from behind the camera

spoke.

[On Air in...4...3...2...1...GO!]

Venus sat up straight in her chair.

[Good evening, and thanks for joining us here on CNN, your

only reliable source for fair and unbiased celestial news.

Tonight, our guest is Sun, who will momentarily be chang-

ing, right here on the CNN stage. So! Sun, how do you feel

about this change, and how about that upcoming meeting

with Saturn?]

(See "Sun conjunct Saturn, this Thursday.")

Sun cleared his throat and smiled pleasantly into the cam-

era.

[Well, hello, everyone! I'd like to thank Venus and Mercury

for having me here on CNN, and I want you to know that

my heart is an open book! As far as this change goes, I'm

looking forward to it, of course! I enjoy EVERY leg of my

journey, mostly because of all of YOU out there, who are

just SO great!]

Venus regarded Sun rather skeptically.

[So, you're not at all apprehensive about all this publicity?

Transits live broadcast…Transits live broadcast…Transits live broadcast…
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Kim Rogers-Gallagher

www.kimrogersgallagher.com



Because...]

She glanced at her small, tasteful watch.

[...according to my calculations, in just a few seconds, you'll be...]

Sun grinned pleasantly again.

[No, it's all good. I LOVE attention! It's GREAT to be onstage,

especially with such lovely, wonderful planets like...]

Suddenly, Sun's face changed. He stared at the camera for a

second, then ducked beneath the desk.

Venus sighed heavily.

[Sun, please come out of there. We're live...]

Hushed whispers came from Beneath The Desk.

[Move OVER, Mercury! They'll SEE me!]

[NO WAY! I was here FIRST!]

[Whatever! I'm the BOSS!]

[Oh, sure, pull rank on me at a time like this!]

Venus drummed her fingers on the desk and smiled through grit-

ted teeth.

[Well, apparently, that's it for tonight, folks. You've gotta give us

and "A" for effort, though...]

(See "Sun enters Scorpio, live...")

Read about transits in Kim’s irreverent style, talk about personi-

fying the planetary energy, on her website. This article printed

with Kim’s permission. Copyright remains with author.

From the Editor: These transits were taking place October 22,

2012. Sun entered Scorpio at 17:14 PDT that day. The following

Venus Sun aspects were in progress.

Continued from page 4

Page 5

16.10 5:31d 15 i 34 n f 15 y 34

25.10 10:10d 26 i 35 n f 26 y 35

New President’s messageNew President’s message
I join as your president in this, the Guild's 21st birthday year, and

at a time when the group has truly become a grown-up. Not

many astrology organizations can boast of such longevity. This

fact alone reflects the quality of the volunteer board and the tire-

less support of you, the members, without whom none of this

could be achieved.

It is truly an honor to be part of such an established and well re-

spected astrology group. Stepping-up as president was most un-

expected for me but there was a reason I came to Vancouver and

I believe this position is my current calling. I am an astrologer who

truly believes in working with the cosmos and in aligning myself

with the dynamic transits as they unfold.

Over time things change and indeed have to change. It is a natu-

ral progression and development. I am new to British Columbia

and so may not do things as in the past. The Guild serves the met-

ro Vancouver astrological community and the executive board

members and myself wish to provide you with a quality experi-

ence that meets your needs.

I will be calling on you for your energy and support to bring our

Guild strong and glorious into it’s next phase as our Saturn sepa-

rates from the closing square and sweeps down towards the re-

turn. I ask that you all are open and feel able to voice your

thoughts, ideas and issues about the Guild and where we are go-

ing on our journey.

They say it takes a village to bring up a child and this suggests we

all have something to offer towards the common good.

I wish to thank Anne Massey for her inspiration, encouragement

and no doubt her future patience answering my endless queries as

I take the reins.

Please feel free to contact me at any time via the Guild email at

astroguild@gmail.com.

Wishing you all astrological enlightenment.

Yours,

Alison Price

President

The Fraser Valley Astrological Guild

From the Editor: See Alison’s article on page 6 about the Mayan

Calendar. Also see her photo on that page—just so you will rec-

ognize the double Leo when you meet her in person.

Alison will be presenting a talk at the Guild in May 2013 about

the astrological theory of conception.

Mercury Schedule:Mercury Schedule:

d Mercury is retrograde 6-26.11. 2012

d Rx is Sagittarius and Direct in Scorpio

d Mercury is in Pisces 5.2-13.4.2013

d Retrograde in Pisces 23.2-17.3.2013

d Mercury is in Cancer 31.5-8.8.2013

d Retrograde in Cancer 1-20.7.2013

d Mercury is in Scorpio 29.9-4.12.2013

d Retrograde in Scorpio 21.10-10.11.2013



Introduction

Astrologers are frequently questioned about the end of
the Mayan calendar scheduled to finish on December
21, 2012.

I would like to shed some light on this particular date
and why it has come into such prominence by suggest-
ing some ways for astrologers to allay fears of the end
of the world which seem to be rampant in the public
domain.

I participated in a video interview on the Ask Your An-
gels talk show about the Mayan Calendar and related
subjects in August 2011.

Solstice coincidence

The winter solstice this year falls on December 21. This
is a common date for the solstice and is nothing new.
From an astrological point of view it is the date when
the Sun makes its Capricorn ingress as it reaches the
most northern point of the solar annual journey
through the signs of the zodiac at about 23.26N.

Long count

The Mayan long count calendar spans over 5100 years.
The current cycle began on what is known as the Crea-
tion Date of August 11, 3114 BCE and will end on De-
cember 21, 2012. Why does it end on that day? Well, it
all has to do with how the Mayans measure time.

Mayan time periods

In the current western measurements of time we have
the day (one revolution of the Earth), the month (one
orbit of the Moon around the Earth) and the year (one
orbit of the Earth around the Sun. The Maya devised
five time periods:

The kin = 1 day

The winal = 20 days (a sort of month)

The tun = 18 x winal = 18 x 20 = 360 days (a sort of
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year)

The k’atun = 20 x tun (20 x 360 = 7200 days) nearly
two decades (19.7 years)

The b’aktun = 20 x k’atun (20 x 7200 = 144000
days) nearly 394 years 144000 x 13 = 1872000 = +/-
5128 years

With these five time units the Maya were able to
record important dates. Dates are usually listed
vertically on the stele. The b’aktun at the top work-
ing down to the shorter time periods.

We express the Mayan time units with five Arabic
numbers from left to right the b’aktun, k’atun, tun,
winan and kin. The numbers are expressed as fol-
lows:

12.19.19.17.19 = December 20, 2012

13.20.20.18.20 = December 21, 2012

There are apparently 13 b’aktuns in each long
count. Where the counter will revert to zero.

0.0.0.0.1 = December 22, 2012.

Sun ingresses

Let’s look at how the Mayan calendar looks between
now and December 21, 2012.

Mayan Date – Sun ingress date:

12.19.19. 7. 6 – SU GE May 21, 2012

12.19.19.8.17 – SU CA June 21, 2012

12.19.19.10.8 – SU LE July 22, 2012

12.19.19.12.20 – SU VI Aug 23, 2012

12.19.19.13.11 – SU LI Sep 23, 2012

12.19.19.15. 2 – SU SC Oct 24, 2012

12.19.19.16.11 – SU SG Nov 22, 2012

13. 0. 0. 0. 0 – SU CP Dec 21, 2012

13. 0. 0. 1. 11 – SU AQ Jan 22, 2013

Note the winal rolls over at 18 and not 20.

The start of the current long count date.

0. 0. 0. 0. 1 = August 11, 3114 BCE

0. 0. 0. 0. 2 = August 12, 3114 BCE

What astrologers should know

Alison Price

www.starzology.com



Page 7The last Baktun 1618 AD

As stated above one b’aktun equals 14400 days or
394 years. At the last increment of the b’aktun, from
11 to 12, it was on September 18, 1618AD. This is
historically around the time when the Maya finally
acquiesced to the Spanish. Apparently the Maya ac-
cepted change at the rollover from one b’aktun to the
next b’aktun and this is somewhat confirmed by
looking deeper into their history. Change is a theme
for b’aktun changes.

A new dawn

Our years are based on the Earth’s annual journey
around the Sun. The way we count in our western
calendar is that at the end of our year we simply add

another one to the date and start at January again.
When we reach December 31st we start again at Janu-
ary 1st in the New Year. So do the Maya.

Stele – carved in stone

We know so much about the Egyptians because they
carved in stone and so it is with the Maya. Any cul-
ture that leaves an imprint in stone has a recorded
history that is kept through the ages.

Pictographs

A pictograph is a pictorial symbol for a word, phrase
or number. There are 19 pictographs used in the Ma-
yan carvings on the stele and pyramid records. This
is in line with the vegisimal number system they use.

Two schools of thought

There are two schools of thought about how the Ma-
yan calendar progresses into the future.

Only 13 baktuns?

That the b’aktun only goes up to 13 and then reverts
to zero is debated by scholars. The question being
why there should only be 13 b’aktuns and not 20 as
with the other units with the exception of the winan.

Further time periods?

Some evidence appears to support the idea that further
time periods are accepted as follows:

20 x B’aktun = 1 Pictun

20 x Pictuns = 1 Kalabtun

20 x Kalabtun = 1 Kinichiltun

This would indicate that time is measured progressively
on by just adding another 20 base unit of time at the
front.

The Maya live on
In the area known as the Mayan Riviera live the descend-
ants of the original Maya. These rich cultural people have
adopted a modern way of living but they are still Mayan in
their DNA. This can be seen in their strong facial features.

Conclusion

As astrologers we are used to working with time periods.
Not only the basic yearly calendars but also planetary cy-
cles such as the Saturn cycle of twenty nine years or the
Jupiter twelve year cycle which loosely correlates with Chi-
nese astrology periods. Knowing a little about how the
Mayan calendar works will arm astrologers with practical
answers to the question of 2012.

Appreciating that the Mayan calendar is just another ex-
ample of how humans measure time places the hype of
2012 and the end-of-the-world theories into perspective.

Guild Schedule for 2013

Mark your calendars!

 January 10 Speaker Rose Marcus (see front page)

 February 14 Speaker Martin Stock on the Declination Grap

 March 14 Speaker Nick Dagan Best ”What’s Up, Uranus?: Fol-

lowing the Yellow Brick Tropical Zodiac.”

 April 11 Speaker Sukhwinder Nizzer on the Chart at a Glance

 May 9 Speaker Alison Price on Astrological Theory of Conception

 For details about the upcoming programs visit our website

www.astrologyguild.com



At the AGM and in the few days that followed, we have a new executive and a new

President. See the adjacent listing and our new email with a cloud for administrative

purposes. A warm welcome to Alison Price! Alison is a professional consulting and

teaching astrologer and avid blogger. Alison will be looking after our scheduling, the

tentative schedule for the first part of the year is available on our website. Each news-

letter covers three months.

RRENEWALENEWAL TIMETIME

It is time to get a new sticker on your membership card, this year these

are orange and purple. The dues were increased at the annual general meeting. Regu-

lar membership is now $50, senior members (sixty and over) pay $40 and family mem-

bership is $75.

We hope that you will continue to support astrology in our area, we would not exist

without your support. You can pay in person using a cheque or cash, you can renew

your membership online using your credit card or PayPal account. We also have an

option on our website where you can choose to donate to the Guild. Naturally you

could also add a bit to your membership as you renew.

OOURUR WEBSITEWEBSITE

Our website is a WordPress blog, which means that our members can comment the

posts, All comments are monitored and approved by Anne Massey, who looks after the

site. In addition to posting comments we are looking for content. Would you like to be

a contributor? You could have your own mini-blog. The website brings us new mem-

bers and reaches a wide audience. Please contact anne@astrologyguild.com if you’d

like to contribute content or submit articles for our newsletter.

We have a Facebook group, where we can share ideas and where we could

have invitations to events and announcements to readers and members,

who might prefer that forum. We also have a Facebook page.

You can also follow us on twitter @Astro_Guild—the live link to the twitter

feed is on our website’s sidebar

Note by clicking on the links in this newsletter you can browse on the web.

Phone: (604) 355-3762 Alison Price
President
VPs: Joan Morton and Martin Stock
Treasurer: Sukhwinder Nizzer
sknizzer2002@gmail.com
Secretary: Rebecca Garcia
Past president and editor:
Anne Massey
anne@astrologyguild.com

If you would like updates and reminders in
your email, please send one to the

astroguild@gmail.com

Fraser Valley Astrological Guild

Find us on the web

www.astrologyguild.com
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Find an astrologer or teacher at

www.astrologyguild.com/our-astrologers
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Our tradition for many years now is to have an annual Pot-

or other goodies to share with others. We exchange

readings—yes, you can bring your Tarot deck, runes,

etc. but also your chart...

We might play games, however, mostly it is about

socializing and having a good time.

I hope you choose to join us, it is always rewarding

and we each go home with something new to think

about and a strengthened sense our astrological

community.

December 13, 2012 at 7PM

“Could you use

another book? The

Guild Library is

being disbanded

check out the

remaining books

and take one or

more home.

Guild Executive 2012-13


